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Dear Customers, Readers, Business Partners, Vendors, Competitors, Friends, Foes, Love Ones, 

copycats, Kepo-chi’s etc, 

 

Thank you very much for taking your time reading DCL Newsletter and also taking time to view my 

website and what my company can offer you and your logistics needs.  

 

Since our company was setup in such short notice and no proper business planning back in Aug ‘15, 

we rely very much on our faith leaving God to lead our way. And walking in faith isn’t new to us 

anyway. We have been at it since back in 2005. With our experience and knowledge in our said industry, 

we strife ensuring our business practise is of high standards. And what do we mean by this? A standard 

is more than not what most perceive as a practised by majority or how an age old operation is perceived 

as the right way and a standard to be followed. Many also tried ‘Out-of-the-box’ approach and many 

failed. I for one is a firm believer of doing things with the ‘by-left’ approach instead of the commonly 

practise ‘By right’ approach (I hope you get my drift…..need further clarification, call me at 012 210 

7075 for a RM2600 one day session per pax consultancy…..chuckle!!). So what is DCL high standard? 

For starters, we embark on a journey to change our culture we inherit from our past employments & 

career experiences from differing companies. ‘Divide & Rule’ approach seemed to be the favoured 

choice of strategy, for that works very well to the company owners but not its employees. Maybe to 

some employees, yes, but to majority….well, they become robots after a while. Thus our 5 Core Values 

we now embark to cultivate and apply onto our daily work life and they are; 

 

1) No Executives is worthy of his name unless he/ she works on a Written schedule 

2) Every day before you go to work, say a Prayer 

3) We are to assess our own performance based on current processes & KPI. Can it be improved? 

And Initiative is one of the most important attitude to have in order to achieve CI  

4) Set a Target & meet them 

5) Passion, Discipline & Maturity 

 

Then we have our Critical Success Factor which is our Mission & Vision. And they are; 

 

Mission 
 

1) Always looking out on new approaches which is designed to Improve Logistics Management 
covering Transportation/ Warehousing & Distribution and Shipping 

2) Bring Value to our Client through efficiency and cost effective operation 
3) Structured approach in Project Management in order to achieve deliverables  
4) 3rd Party Consultation & Management  

 
Vision 
 

1) USD 6 million turnover by 2018 
2) LLP & 4PL capability by 2018 
3) 3PL readiness by 1Q 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Lastly, we have Vendor Mgmt strategy where our approach isn’t about making them work for us like 

slaves but as partners. We firmly believe in business partnership and not taking advantage of them. It 

is all about the culture to respect and be clear about our intent and operational requirement. And most 

importantly, we pay them on time and some even on COD basis.  

 

Often than not, in my industry, calling one another ‘Bro’ is a common practice even though you do not 

mean it. And in some cases, first time meeting already ends with ‘Bro’ which I find it funny. So in our 

case, we will have a written contract or a SLA done with full stamping where this SLA can be lodge as 

evidence in court would litigation takes place. And we do not call our business partners ‘Bro’. In it 

(contracts), we clearly state what our requirement will be, based on ALARP approach, but abide by 

local authority standards. Here is where the Appendixes and Clauses comes into play and every contract 

given out is different from the other because it is meant for a specific job or for a specific job based on 

client spec requirement.  

 

SOP & Processes then comes into practise AND we take this very seriously. Our SOP & Processes are 

dynamic and it forms the backbone of DCL. We review them constantly with no scheduled time frame 

but purely base on operational challenges and from documented data collected on a daily basis and need 

be, we will reconvene to discuss in-depth would there be a need to change a process. If a process is 

changed, MOC will then be activated where induction (internal & external) and close monitoring takes 

place. It is here in this bracket of SOP & Process Flow to be successful, DCL 5 Core Values plays a 

crucial role. Something my partners & I personally gets involved in passionately. Would an entire 

module needs changing, we will then introduce Project Phases come with milestone & timeline to 

govern these changes so to ensure daily activities and quality of services provided isn’t affected. 

 

And from my partners, on HR Strategy, Annie & Rabaah and myself, our duty is to serve our staffs. 

We will look after them by providing the necessary knowledge and training. Giving them exposure in 

order for them to excel thus making better income. And we accrue 3 months bonus for each and every 

one of them. On salary increment, we set no bounds in percentage because we will increase per market 

value based on their individual performance per KPI set. Annual leaves are given at 14 days with 

allowed carry over of 5 days. Our motto – A Leader Is To Serve and not be served!! One day my staffs 

will lead & manage DC Logistics and they, in-turn, will serve those reporting to them. Hence a legacy 

that DCL management will strife to achieve passionately. We established this company is not about 

making money or being a BOSS simply because we want to nor to become rich but rather because we 

are passionate in what we do. We love what we do! And that is to serve our staffs and our staffs will 

then be able to create a mainstream service feature to our clientele in broad spectrum quality services 

where clients will experienced logistics KPI that comes with strong OTIF results. Do this right, 

profitability will come knocking on our doors, automatically!!  

 

High Standard in a service industry like mine is simply an abused marketing word used and we will be 

different than the rest by setting our own standards where very few can emulate nor imitate.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

I close this month Newsletter with the fact DCL is now 6 months old and our journey todate is nothing 

short but miracles after miracles. And I give thanks to God, Annie & Rabaah and my staffs who are so 

dedicated and passionate in their task and to serve you. We are now a stable company and to achieve 

this status in such a short term is nothing short but a blessing from our Heavenly Father.  

 

And I thank all my customers for their trust in DCL brand and what we can do for you. Without you, 

my team and I won’t be here today. Many of you risk going against your company policy to work with 

a young company like DCL, yet you took it. You know who you are……(SALUTE!!!) and I am so 

thankful of your support. There are 4 MNC example of such & you know our KPI deliverable has been 

100% based on minimum average of 45 shipments per month individually. Again, my total respect on 

your brave act for taking this calculated risk. And DCL will continue to strife improving ourselves better 

and meet your high standards in logistics deliverables.  

 

Last but not least, my vendors & contractors, whom are also my business partners, you guys ROCK!!! 

Your support and love for my team & I is truly in its purest form. Thank you, guys! Much love & much 

respect to all of you! 

 

Next issue in Vol 2, I will dwell more on HR & Financial strategy including DCL financial performance 

which I am eager to share with you how our set strategy in business is effective and robust. See you 

again soon in this webpage and God bless!!! 

 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cheah Bian Lee 

General Manager  

  

                                   

                                 


